Getting Started
In the first weeks of school, you will want to establish the
basis for your math instruction, classroom organization, and
student expectations. The goal is to promote and increase the
Levels of Discourse and raise the level of students’ thinking as
evidenced by their explanations (using both numbers and
writing) Also, some ideas have been given for planning,
scheduling, and organizing curriculum and student evaluation
tools.
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○ Tracking Problem Types
○ Suggested Schedule
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Classroom Norms
Intentional Talk by Kazemi & Hintz
Pages 18-20

You’ll decide on a set of Classroom Norms for
doing mathematics in your classroom. Whatever your
method, it’s important to pay explicit attention to the
norms you want to foster. Here are two examples, but
there are many different lists to choose from. It might
be beneficial to work across your grade level to foster
similar norms throughout the classrooms.

In this class we will...
● Make sense of mathematics
● Keep trying even when the problems
are challenging
● Remember it’s okay to make mistakes
and revise our thinking
● Share our mathematical ideas with our
classmates. (using words, numbers,
pictures, gestures, or tools)
● Listen to understand someone else’s
idea; give each other time to think
● Ask questions that help us better
understand the mathematics
● Agree and disagree with mathematical
ideas, not with each other
● Remember that everyone has good
math ideas

Accountable Talk
Talk Moves (Ways to Coach Your Math Partner)
Teacher
Revoicing
“So what you’re saying is…”
- Repeat what students was
trying to say and clarify with
student.

Student
Reasoning
Agree or Disagree?
“I respectfully agree….. I respectfully
disagree…”
“That makes sense to me because…”

Repeat

Repeat

“Can you repeat what they said
using your own words?”

“What I think _____ was trying to say
was….”

Adding on

Adding on

“Would someone like to add on to
this?”

“I’d like to add on….”
“Adding on to what _____ said….”

Turn and talk

Turn and talk

“Turn in talk to your neighbor”

“I think...because… and I figured it out
by…..”

Revise

Revise

“Has anyone’s thinking changed?”
“I thought… But now I think….”
“Would you like to revise your
“I’d like to revise my thinking...because….”
thinking?”
Can be found in Intentional Talk text by Kazemi & Hintz pg. 21

Can be found in Intentional Talk text by Kazemi & Hintz pg. 21

Rug Procedures
Hand signals
●

When student comes up
with their answer they don’t
raise their hand. They place
their thumb on their chest.

●

If the student has more
than one strategy, they can
show that by putting
another finger (to
encourage students to
continue thinking about the
problem).

●

Signal for when someone
shares and if students
agree with them and had
the same/ similar response.
Ex. “Me too” sign language

Levels of Classroom Discourse
From Principles to Actions: Hufford-Ackles, Fuson, and Sherin (2014)
Student Friendly Version (DUSD)
WHO’S ASKING THE
QUESTIONS?

HOW DO I EXPLAIN
MY MATH THINKING?

HOW DO I SHOW MY
MATH THINKING?

AM I DOING MY JOB
IN OUR MATH
COMMUNITY?

Level 0

Is my teacher
asking all the
questions? Am I
responding
minimally to the
question?

I respond to a
question if I only
know the right
answer. I only
explain if my
teacher asks me
to.

My teacher
showed me a
drawing to show
my thinking.

I wrote my answer
and idea but did
not share with any
classmates.

Level 1

Am I starting to
think a little bit
more? Am I asking
any questions?

I am starting to
explain my
thinking rather
than just my
answer.

I can make a
drawing to show
my math thinking.

I gave my answer, I
listened to others
and can restate
my classmates
ideas.

Level 2

My classmate is
asking questions
that I can think
about or respond
to?

My explanations
are getting
stronger because
my classmates are
asking questions
of my thinking. I am
also asking
questions of their
thinking.

I label my drawing
so that my
classmates
understand my
math thinking.

I know my idea and
my classmates
ideas are both
important, so I
listen closely and
try their strategies
too.

Level 3

My classmates are
really thinking and
asking great
questions. Now I
am wondering
about their
questions and
answers. I am
responding and
asking why and
how?

Everyone is
listening and
explaining their
thinking with one
another. We are
asking why and
justifying our
thinking.

I share my drawing
to explain my
strategy, I listen to
my classmate
share their
drawing, then we
can work together
to edit our
drawings to better
show our math
thinking.

I teach my
strategies to my
classmate, learn
the strategies of
my classmates
and work together
to practice good
math thinking
together.

Growth Mindset Student Survey

Setting Up Student Journals
Materials needed:
● Composition book/spiral notebook
Explanation:
● Have students solve the sample “Mr. Downey” problem, prior to starting anything
(hopefully it’s a mess and unorganized)
● Share out (without embarrassment)
● Discuss why journal/responses need to be organized
● Create anchor chart “Organizing your math” (see samples below)
○
○

●
●

In the Notes/Problem section have the students glue a preprinted problem OR just take
notes from a problem you have written on the board
Students should not be spending time LABELING their sections...they should quickly get
to work and make sure they keep everything organized

Have students solve same using the organized format
Print-out mini charts to glue “resources” section of math journal (see resources on next
slides)

*Sample problem to use to establish beginning of year procedures

There are 14 horses on Mr.
Downey’s farm. He needs to
put shoes on all of his horses.
How many shoes will he need?
There are 14 horses on Mr.
Downey’s farm. He needs to
put shoes on all of his horses.
How many shoes will he need?
There are 14 horses on Mr.
Downey’s farm. He needs to
put shoes on all of his horses.
How many shoes will he need?
There are 14 horses on Mr.
Downey’s farm. He needs to
put shoes on all of his horses.
How many shoes will he need?

Organizing Your Math

Notes/Problem

Show your work

Equation

with answer labeled

Explain HOW you know

Rubrics

Setting up RUBRICS for the problem as a whole and the explanation section of your students work

The following rubrics are guidelines/examples of how you can assess your students work.
Share these with your students in order to set up expectations.
● Create anchor charts
● Print and copy for “resource” section of student notebooks
Rubric activity…
● After establishing rubric guidelines for writing explanations, give students “Student
Rubric Activity” sheet
● Have Ss work in groups to “grade” each explanation.
● Have Ss explain reasoning for “grading” each explanation..
● Do an additional problem of your choice and model what a “4” explanation and
organization would look like.
Sample Rubric for EXPLANATION
{doesn’t quite match the chart ;) just an example}

FOR THE TEACHER

Rubric for PROBLEM SOLVING
{doesn’t quite match the chart ;) just an example}

This progress monitoring sheets can be used for “ticket out” or daily word
problems. It is not necessary to complete this for EVERY student for EVERY
problem, choose small groups of students to assess each time.

https://goo.gl/mEkbrI

Student Explanation Rubric Activity
#

Example

I added and I got 56.

I knew I needed to find the total of
shoes for all the horses. Each horse
has four legs, so I used repeated
addition by adding 4 fourteen times. I
decomposed the numbers to add them.
This gave me the answer of 56
horseshoes.

{no explanation given}

I needed to figure out the total number
of shoes. Each horse has 4 legs, so I
added 14 fours togeter to get the
anser. mr. downey will need 56 shoes
to fit all the horses.

The anzwer is 56.

Reason

EXPLANATION rubric

4
(exceeds)

All of the below is included PLUS
your response is neat, organized,
uses “quotes”, spelling and
grammar are correct...when
applicable STRATEGY named {ie.
area model, standard algorithm…}

3
(met)

2

Operation stated, with
answer labeled, PLUS
evidence cited (refer to
problem)
Answer labeled PLUS
operation stated

(nearly met)

1

Answer ONLY in sentence
form.

(not met)

0
(no response)

No explanation given

PROBLEM SOLVING rubric

4+

ALL of the below PLUS a second
strategy and/or number set

(exceeds)

4
(exceeds)

3

Correct strategy, answer labeled,
equation PLUS explanation/
response (see explanation rubric)
Correct strategy PLUS correct
answerer labeled with an equation.

(met)

2

ONE correct strategy OR correct
answer

(nearly met)

1

INCORRECT but attempted to
solve the problem

(not met)

0

(no response)

No response

Explain your thinking
How to write an explanation
First, I need to write down what information I
know from the problem. “I know that…” Then, I
need to state what I am trying to figure out. “I
need to find out…” Then, explain which
operation you are going to use
(multiplication, division, addition, subtraction,
rounding?). “In order to solve this I knew I
needed to….I knew this because in the word
problem it said…” State how you knew that
you needed to do that operation, what from
the word problem made you think that? Tell
what strategy you used. Make sure you
include the units in your explanation! Always
refer back to the word problem!

Sentence Starters
●
●
●
●
●

The strategy I used was…
Another strategy that would work is….
I know my answer is reasonable because….
I added, subtracted, multiplied, divided, because….
I can prove my thinking by…..

Copy and print to glue in student journals

Teacher
Pages

Tracking Problem Types
The following pages can be used to track
problem types.
Three different tracking pages are given,
ONE per trimester
Notes at the bottom of each section are
suggestions on how and when to intro
certain numbers.
Suggestions:
● Tally mark each time a problem is
given
● Mark an “F” in the box if the problem
type indicated involved fractions

Math Story Problem Types
Add/Sub

JRU

Join Result Unknown

4 bunnies sat on the grass. 5 more bunnies
hopped there. How many bunnies are on the
grass now?

SRU

Subtract Result Unknown

12 apples were on the table. I ate 5 apples.
How many apples are on the table now?

PPW (WU)

Part Part Whole

5 red apples and 7 green apples are on the
table. How many apples are on the table?

CDU

Compare Difference Unknown
Lucy has 12 apples. Julie has 7 apples.
How many more apples does Julie have than
Lucy? (fewer)

JCU

Join Change Unknown

0 bunnies were sitting on the grass. Some
more bunnies hopped there. Then there were
14 bunnies. How many bunnies joined them?

SCU

Subtract Change Unknown

12 apples were on the table. I ate some
apples. Then there were 7 apples.
How many apples did I eat?

PPW (PU)

Part Part Whole

5 apples are on the table. 7 are red and the
rest are green. How many apples are green?

CBU

Compare Bigger Unknown
Julie has 7 more apples than Lucy. Lucy has
5 apples. How many apples does Julie have?

JSU

Join Start Unknown
Some bunnies were sitting on the grass. 8
more bunnies hopped there. Then there were
12 bunnies. How many bunnies were on the
grass before?

SSU

Subtract Start Unknown
Some apples were on the table. I ate 5 apples.
Then there were 7 apples.
How many apples were on the table before?

PPW (PPU)

Part Part Whole
Grandma has 12 flowers. How many can she
put in her red vase and how
many in her blue vase?

CSU

Compare smaller Unknown
Lucy has 5 fewer apples than Julie. Julie has
12 apples. How many apples does Lucy have?

Mult/Div

X

multiplication
There are 5 bags with 3 plums in each bag.
How many plums are there in all?

MD

Measurement Division
You have 12 cupcakes. Each friend gets 3
cupcakes. How many friends can you share
your cupcakes with?

CLU

PD

Partitive Division
If 15 cupcakes are put into 5 boxes, then how
many cupcakes will be in each box?

MDf

You feed your dog ¼ cup of dog food each
day. You have 5 cups of dog food. How long
will your dog food last?

CLUf

Compare Lesser Unknown

A blue hat costs $5. A red hat costs 3 times as
much as the blue hat. How much does the red
hat cost?

A red hat costs $15 and that is ⅓ of the cost
of a blue hat. How much does a blue hat cost?

CMU

A red hat costs $15 and a blue hat costs $3.
How many times as much does the red hat
cost as the blue hat?

You have 5 cups of dog food. It lasts you for
20 days. How much do you feed your dog
each day?

Measurement Division

Compare Lesser Unknown

Compare Multiple Unknown

PDf

Partitive Division (fraction)

CMUf

Compare Multiple Unknown (fraction)
A red hat costs $15 and a blue hat costs $3.
What fraction of the cost of the blue hat is the
cost of the red hat?

Partitive: you know groups...you need to find how many IN each group
Measurement: you know how many in each group...you need to find how many groups

CSU

Compare Start Unknown
A red hat costs $15 and that is 3 times as
much as a blue hat costs. How much does a
blue hat cost?

Trimester 1 Story Problem Type Tracking Sheet
f=fraction
JRU
JCU
JSU
SRU
SCU
SSU
PPW (WU)
PPW (PU)
PPW (PPU)
CDU
CQU
CRU
Give 10 frame quiz to determine sets of numbers to give
Unit fractions

f=fraction

X
PD
PDf
MD
MDf
CLU
CLUf
CSU
CMU
CMUf
Multiplication: Give 10 frame quiz. Start with one by 2 and 3
Multiples/factors 1-60
Multiply unit fractions by a whole number

Trimester 2 Story Problem Type Tracking Sheet
f=fraction
JRU
JCU
JSU
SRU
SCU
SSU
PPW (WU)
PPW (PU)
PPW (PPU)
CDU
CQU
CRU
Give 10 frame quiz to determine sets of numbers to give
NONunit fractions

f=fraction

X
PD
PDf
MD
MDf
CLU
CLUf
CSU
CMU
CMUf
Multiplication/Division: Give 10 frame quiz. Move to one by 4 and two by 2
Multiples/factors 60-100
Multiply unit fractions by a whole number
Divide one by 2 and 3
Decimals/Fractions with 10 and 100 as denominators

Trimester 3 Story Problem Type Tracking Sheet
f=fraction
JRU
JCU
JSU
SRU
SCU
SSU
PPW (WU)
PPW (PU)
PPW (PPU)
CDU
CQU
CRU
Give 10 frame quiz to determine sets of numbers to give
Mixed Review
Fractions added together make more than one whole
f=fraction

X
PD
PDf
MD
MDf
CLU
CLUf
CSU
CMU
CMUf
Multiplication/Division: Give 10 frame quiz
Multiples/factors 1-60
Multiply unit fractions by a whole number

Schedule
The following is a suggested schedule/
planning sheet.
Explanation:
● Planning sheet is set up for a 75 minute
lesson {adjust as needed}.
● Each day indicate whether your lesson
is a “word problem”... “counting
collection”... “quiz” etc…
● Fill in the “everyday section” for your
everyday routines such as “number of
the day”.
● There is a section to fill in the “routine”
that you choose to use each day.
● Form can be typed in or written on.
If something doesn’t work for you, adjust
as necessary and share your successes
with your team and Math Curriculum Lead.

4th grade Math Schedule
Every day

Number of the Day:

Monday {word prob/collection/other}

{Routine: ____}

Tuesday{word prob/collection/other}

{Routine: ____}

Schedule

15 min: #of the day/Routine
5 min: Unpack
15 min: Ss work
2 min: T check in
10 min: Ss work (cont.)
15 min: Debrief
10 min: Ss edit/revise

Trimester
FOcus
Tri 1

Wednesday word prob/collection/other
{

{Routine: ____}

Thursday {word prob/collection/other}

{Routine: ____}

Tri 2

Friday

{Routine: ____}
Tri 3

}

{word prob/collection/other}

Computation Tests
{optional}

Link:

https://goo.gl/i2rIQu

These quizzes will give you a place to start with your
students. They will help you with your number choices
when deciding on word problems.
Explanation:
● Give each quiz within a reasonable time limit (either
they can do it or they can’t).
● Even if you think they’re not ready for division or
fractions in the beginning of the year GIVE IT
ANYWAY. It’s meant to show growth.
● Have students COLOR the strip at the bottom for the
problems they MISSED.
● You will then cut the strips and glue them, stacking
down (see sample).

